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Only Strong Survive Sargawa is a land on the brink, simultaneously pushing on the edge of the Map of the Inner Sea and facing an uncertain political future. The almost impenetrable jungle of Mwangi and the constant hurricane known as the Eye of Abendigo isolate Sargava from the rest of Garund, and its closest neighbors are only nominally nation-famous. The former Chelish
colony is also on the verge of a new future free from colonial rule, making everything possible. However, the people of Sargawa were not the first to try to cut civilization out of the wild region - from the very beginning of history, mankind sought to form great kingdoms among the dangers of Mwangi. Destroyed ruins are all that remains of these vanished empires, and even their
names have been forgotten by history. Some scholars even whisper that the lost ruins of the ancient Azlanti Empire can be found in uncharted jungles, but these crack theories are rejected by more authoritative sages. But regardless of their origins, these ruins can provide incredible wealth and power to those who rediscover them. This dangerous land and desert beyond serve as
the site of the Snake Skull Adventure Path. This is the first source book in the Adventure Ways of skull snake for the role-playing game Pathfinder. Serpent's Skull Player's Guide PDF This guide is aimed at helping players preparing to take part in the Snake Skull Adventure Path, arm them with details and rule elements free of spoilers useful in upcoming trials, and help create
backgrounds that easily mesh with the campaign. Along with tips for players of each race and class of characters in the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game, including in the recently released Advanced Player Guide - details about Sargawa, a country close to the events of the campaign, and Jenivere, a ship transmitted by PC to adventure, should help ground players in the
circumstances and events of this new Path of Adventure. Dowload it for free here ---'gt; Snake Skull Player Guide PDF Extra material players will be able to choose from an extended range of character races that are currently listed in the Advanced Race Guide Playtest document, which will be updated with the Advanced Race Guide Hardcover expected around June 2012. Some
of the new character races are available as the PC outlined in Bestiary 3.  The PC will be allowed two starting features selected from the free PDF Symbol Traits. We will also implement the Hero Point system found in the Advanced Player Guide.  Additional material in this campaign can also be found by players to find the following additional materials useful in providing them with
information about the setting that their characters may know. Pathfinder Chronicles Faction Guide Pathfinder Chronicles Heart of the Jungle Pathfinder Companion Sargawa The Lost Colony of Pathfinder Companion Cheliax, Empire of the Devils The first two items in the following Path of Adventure of Paisot: Skull Snake are now out and available in PDF format. The player's
guide is free, #37, Soul for Smuggler Shiv, sells for $13.99 for a PDF. The Skull Snake Player's Guide, a free PDF supplement written by Mark Moreland, accompanied the release of Souls for Smuggler's Shiv at the end of July 2010. This guide aims to help players preparing to take part in the Snake Skull Adventure Path to arm their spoiler-free details and rule elements useful in
upcoming tasks, as well as help create backgrounds that easily mesh with the campaign. Along with tips for players of each race and class of characters in the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game, including in the recently released Advanced Player Guide - details about Sargawa, a country close to the events of the campaign, and Jenivere, a ship transmitted by PC to adventure, should
help ground players in the circumstances and events of this new Path of Adventure. Those who are looking for even more details and options for exotic adventures, should look at Sargava, the Lost Colony. A random event in pirate waters sets the heroes on a chase to discover a lost city in the jungle of the treacherous Mwaggi Space! Factions like the Pathfinder Society and the
Red Mantis Killer League are also on the hunt to discover the forgotten secrets of the city, terrible revelations that could awaken a sleeping god and bring doom to the world of Golarion! Current Date: 7 Caladril, 4711 AR Next real-world game date: 7 December 2013 7pm Site Features Use tabs at the top of this page to navigate the site. All characters, both NPC and PC, can be
found on the characters, the Wiki tab, where we will put different pages of campaign information, and Adventure Magazine will register the storyline of each session. I've upgraded to full access, so now we have access to all the features. Now I can make the player secret pages of information, there is a forum and calendar, and more room for images and maps. Useful Links Online
Rules Snake Skull Players Pathfinder Wiki Interactive Map Google Golarion END is in the Adventure Journal. This guide is aimed at helping players preparing to take ... Please help me with my character for the upcoming Skull Snake campaign. Just looking for some interesting ideas and ways to improve my build for the jungle-setting campaign. Please, no spoilers for The Way of
Adventure! I'm trying to avoid late AP builds because I've only read the Snake Skull Player Guide and would like to maintain the integrity of the game. Here's my Level 1 draft. Create guidelines from my DM: 30 items using a points system for everyone, with the following Before the racial modification ... No more than one 17 or 18, no more than one 16 and no more than two 10 or
below. Below. Third party. Please confirm the total number of i.e. 30 - It is better to double check than to have it wrong. STR: 7 DEX: 10 CON: 12 INT: 20 (Scarred Witch Doctor considers it as 22 for some witch/spelling abilities) WIS: 14 CHA: 16Half-Orc Scarred Witch Doctor/Hedge Witch Level 1 Alternative Racial Abilities: Warded Skin Spell Resistance 6 and lvl vs Divine Magic,
10% divine spell of failure from demon believers - Replaces Orc Ferocity Fey Thoughts (acrobatics and perception) - Replaces the weapon Familiar Dragon Vision or smog look (120' Darkvision or advantage in fog / Obscuring fog?) - Replaces Darkvision behind a veil or a shaman's apprentice? - Replaces IntimidatingFeats: Endurance (only if Shaman's Apprentice racial trait is
chosen) Extra Hex - SlumberCharacter Traits: (2) Villages in Mwangi Space - Tag 2nd Trait Campaign? Favorable Class Bonus - Witch - Hit PointsI thought about adding multiple levels of Summoner if I didn't stay pure Witch.Background: Basically it scars a witch doctor from the orc tribe/semi-orcs in Mwangi Expanse. She was knocked unconscious during the raid and was left
dead by her tribe. She boarded the ship in an attempt to catch up with her tribe, which had been resettled because of the Chaurak clan. (If Summoner is chosen as multi-class) She was knocked out during her scarring ritual (Warded Skin), but slurredly opened the split long enough for Eidelon to escape, the rift closed before he could fully manifest himself so he follows her unseen
and waiting to serve her as a thank you for releasing him (once the Level Summoner is accepted). I'm trying to fill the role of support/management board. Management.
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